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BLACK
The Black Aragonite Bowl is a true work of art sourced from deep 
beneath the Earth. This hand-carved decorative bowl in an intense 
shade of black strikes a seemingly impossible blend of strength and 
elegance. The robust natural curves surrounding the piece in addition 
to the subtle veining of the stone reminds us that this bowl is a natural 
wonder crafted directly by the Earth itself. The Black Aragonite Canoe 
Bowl is a one-of-a-kind treasure crafted from the Earth itself, now 
available to become the newest addition to your home decor.

GRAY
Sometimes, a splash of vibrant color is just the thing a space needs 
to become a cohesive design statement. Other times, all you need are 
subtle and reserved hues to bring your space back down to earth. 
Coming deep from the earth itself, our Gray Onyx Bowls display natural 
band patterns in a variety of shades ranging from black to white. The 
result is a collage of muted colors that brings a refined, earthy feel to 
an interior space. These of these elegant, one-of-a-kind ashen colored 
bowls introduce a natural element to your space, acting as the adhesive 
that keeps the aesthetic of your decor cohesive and grounded.

WHITE
Onyx is usually seen with splashes of white within the natural banding, 
however, it is quite rare to see a piece of natural onyx that is completely 
white. As the crowd pleasers we at Phillips Collection are, we have 
scoured the Earth for these precious stones and carved them into an 
assortment of awe-inspiring decorative bowls. The White Onyx Bowls 
boast a milky white shade that puts the organic nature of the precious 
mineral on full display. Each White Onyx Bowl is unique and one-of-a-
kind; shape and size will be unique between each bowl, and color will 
vary between white and off white colors with some pieces featuring 
hints of brown tones. The unrepeatable nature of these natural works 
of art empowers you to personally select your own perfect, exclusive 
souvenir straight from the depths of the Earth.
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BLUE (CALCITE)
Calcite, formed over decades from the precipitation of calcium-rich 
water, is one of the most popular minerals in the world due to its near-
unlimited list of useful applications. Usually broken down and used 
to make other compounds, Phillips Collection wanted to show off this 
wonderful mineral in its raw, natural state with the Blue Calcite Bowl. 
The calcite’s entrancing blue shade is accented by streaks of white 
veining across the bowl, creating a pattern reminiscent of the ebb 
and flow of deep blue ocean waves. Each Blue Calcite Bowl is hand-
carved and completely one-of-a-kind, allowing you to personalize your 
selection and fully express yourself through your decor. 

FLUORITE
Fluorite is a special kind of mineral with many unique properties, the 
most noticeable of which is the multitude of different colors that can be 
found within just a tiny piece. Surprisingly, natural fluorite is colorless 
and only acquires color through the presence of other elements or 
factors like heat and radiation. Phillips Collection pulled no punches 
when designing the Fluorite Bowl, giving the chameleon-like properties 
of the mineral ample room to shine. These astonishing, one-of-a-kind 
decorative bowls have been hand-carved from natural fluorite and 
exhibit a kaleidoscope of color that will breathe new life into any 
interior space.
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ZEBRA
Run wild with Phillips Collection’s Zebra Onyx Bowls. These decorative 
bowls are crafted from natural onyx sourced from deep beneath the 
surface of the earth. A majestic shade of golden yellow intermingles 
with white and black banding patterns to create markings similar to 
that of a zebra’s coat. Each bowl is organically shaped, meaning it is 
entirely unique and will vary in shape, size, coloration, and banding 
pattern. The gorgeous variety of shapes and color the Zebra Onyx Bowl 
offers will liven up your space by introducing a healthy dose of natural 
flair.



BROWN
Phillips Collection’s Brown Onyx Bowls are naturally occurring, one-of-
a-kind pieces of hand-carved art that were sourced from deep below the 
surface of the planet. The earthbound hue of these gorgeous tabletop 
accessories are accented by numerous shades of organic banding, 
ranging from white to light red. The result is a stunning blend of tones 
that remind us nothing can match the level of detail and craftsmanship 
inherent in everything created by the invisible hand of Mother Nature.

RED
Red, the color of health, courage, and passion. We at Phillips Collection 
are rather obsessed with the color red, because no other color can 
communicate such a wide range of emotions and ideas. Hand carved 
with red onyx and with natural banding in a spectrum of browns and 
whites, each decorative bowl is one-of-a-kind and possesses a fiery 
personality that will make it a highlight within your interior decor.
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